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[1] Abstract: We predict plate motions from a comprehensive inversion of theoretical estimates of

tectonic forces in order to evaluate the relative importance of these and the uncertainties of such models.

Plate-driving forces from the mantle are calculated using global flow models that are driven by

tomography and subduction-derived density fields. Observed and predicted plate velocities agree well

for a variety of models, leading to varied conclusions about the relative importance of forces. The

dominance of the subduction related density pattern in the mantle is confirmed; it appears that P wave

models do not satisfactorily image all of the slab-associated anomalies in the upper mantle.

Furthermore, lower mantle structure always improves the plate motion fit with respect to models that

are based on upper mantle anomalies and lithospheric thickening only. We show that the average

torques from the lower mantle scale with the radial flow through the 660-km phase transition; the

amplitude of the lower mantle torques will be significant for a range of models if there is mass flux

through 660 km. We also evaluate parameterized edge forces and find that the additional inclusion of

such torques does not significantly improve the model fit. The main reason for the nonuniqueness of the

inversions is plate boundary geometry since all plate motions are dominated by the trench-ridge system,

and plates move from ridges to trenches.
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1. Introduction

[2] It is now commonly accepted that plate

motions are the surface expression of mantle

convection. How the dynamical system plate

tectonics should be broken down into parts to

identify, isolate, and analyze the driving

forces has, however, been debated for the last

30 years. As a recent AGU session shows

[Bokelmann and Humphreys, 2000], there is

continuing controversy with regard to the

most basic issues and a division between

seemingly distinct approaches persists. These

modeling approaches can be roughly classi-

fied into two types: the force balance type

(where the goal is to achieve a force equili-

brium for each plate given the observed plate

motions) or the velocity model type (where
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driving forces and resulting tractions are cal-

culated first and model quality is subsequently

judged from the plate motion predictions).

Both approaches can be understood as alter-

native solutions to a boundary value problem,

but it is not known a priori if they give the

same answer. However, one expects that they

would approach one another as the errors in

each became small (which would be the case

for a completely linear model). In our study,

we attempt to combine both approaches to

understand why different combinations of

plate driving forces are successful in predict-

ing plate velocities.

[3] Given its long-standing history, it is not

feasible to give an exhaustive review of the

problem here; the following account of pre-

vious work is necessarily incomplete. With

regard to the quantifying of individual plate-

driving forces, the role of sinking slabs and

sublithospheric convection was mentioned by

Isacks et al. [1968]. McKenzie [1967, 1968]

estimated the cooling of the oceanic lithosphere

and the temperature structure of subducted

slabs which provided the basis for subsequent

calculation of driving forces. The role of hor-

izontal structural variations and a low viscosity

asthenosphere in driving plate motions was

discussed by Hales [1969] and Lliboutry

[1969]; both considered plates sliding on topo-

graphic swells, and neither explicitly consid-

ered the cooling lithosphere. However, cooling

lithosphere, sinking slabs and sublithospheric

convection were all implicitly included in the

boundary layer model of Turcotte and Oxburgh

[1967]. Elsasser [1969] pointed out the impor-

tance of the lithosphere as a stress guide that

integrates tractions acting over its surface.

Richter [1973] then analyzed models of upper

mantle convection beneath a plate and empha-

sized the importance of subducted slabs for

driving plate motions. The effect of the cooling

lithosphere in providing a plate-driving force

was clarified by Lister [1975].

[4] The first to consider plate motions on a

global scale were Solomon and Sleep [1974]

who discussed the no net torque concept for the

force equilibrium on the plates, Harper [1975]

who calculated the forces from lithospheric

cooling and sinking slabs for specific plates

and used them to calculate plate velocities, and

Forsyth and Uyeda [1975] who considered

parameterized forces acting on all the plates

and sought a force balance to constrain their

estimates (Figure 1). The parameterized force

model was broadened by Chapple and Tullis

[1977] who included an explicit calculation of

the sinking force from subducted slabs, thus

constraining the magnitudes of the parameter-

ized forces. Solomon et al. [1975] and Richard-

son et al. [1979] introduced the use of the

intraplate stress field to test force models and

found that ridge push was as important as other

forces such as slab pull.

[5] The three-dimensional flow in the mantle

associated with plate motions was calculated by

Hager and O’Connell [1979] and included in a

force balance model by Hager and O’Connell

[1981]. This model explicitly included forces

from lithospheric cooling, density in subducted

slabs, and flow in the mantle excited by sinking

slabs and by the motions of plates, including

the return flow from subduction zones to

ridges. Forces on plate boundaries were para-

meterized [after Forsyth and Uyeda, 1975] and

chosen to minimize the net force on each plate.

The complementary approach, a velocity

model, was presented by Ricard and Vigny

[1989] who calculated forces from density

heterogeneities associated with subducted

slabs, and seismic tomography in the upper

and lower mantle. They did not consider any

forces on plate boundaries. The use of seismic

tomography to estimate mantle density hetero-

geneity was introduced by Hager et al. [1985]

in a study of the origin of the geoid and Forte

and Peltier [1987] used plate velocities to

constrain the mantle viscosity. Among the more
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recent studies are those of Deparis et al. [1995]

and Lithgow-Bertelloni and Richards [1995,

1998], who estimated density variations in the

lower mantle from a model based on the

locations of past subduction and also consid-

ered the balance of forces acting on different

plate configurations during the Cenozoic.

1.1. Aim of This Paper

[6] Plausible models for forces causing plate

motions can be found. The earlier models

[Harper, 1975; Forsyth and Uyeda, 1975;

Hager and O’Connell, 1981] all indicated that

subducted slabs were important but that other

forces were comparable to the net force trans-

mitted to the plate by the sinking slab. Later,

Lithgow-Bertelloni and Richards [1998] found

that for their best-fit model, lower mantle

density variations resulting from past subduc-

tion were most important. Evaluating these

studies is difficult because each uses different

combinations of forces. We will therefore

systematically investigate the role of all the

forces that have been proposed in order to

explore the range of uncertainty in the models.

A velocity model will be used to test if

candidates produce realistic plate motions in

a simplified spherical flow-model, using rigid

plates with the current geometry and radial

viscosity profiles from the literature. As driv-

ing torques, we consider several models of

lithospheric and mantle density structures,

either based on seismic tomography or past

subduction, and edge forces.

[7] We find that models that account for

mantle-based forces always achieve a better

continental plate oceanic plate
suction force

(active back-arc 
spreading)

viscous drag

viscous drag

crustal potential 
energy differences

lithospheric 
thickening

ridge push

tangential force 
at transform fault

normal force 
at transform fault

colliding
resistance

subduction
resistance

slab pull

distributed forces 
based on flow 
calculations

edge forces based on 
orientation of plate boundary 
and relative velocities

distributed lithospheric
forces based on isostatic 
potential energy differences

mantle density
driven convection

Figure 1. Forces acting on plates, modified after Forsyth and Uyeda [1975].
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fit than models driven by lithospheric thick-

ening and slab pull only. This result is insen-

sitive to the details of the viscosity structure

with depth, and the lower mantle will have a

significant effect as long as there is mass flux

through the 660-km discontinuity. We confirm

earlier studies that indicate the importance of

deep mantle density anomalies resulting from

subduction [Deparis et al., 1995; Lithgow-

Bertelloni and Richards, 1998] and find that

plate motions based on slab models are not

significantly different from models that use

seismic tomography to infer lower mantle

densities. However, we demonstrate that esti-

mates of the relative importance of different

forces change with input model choice. This

ambiguity is not resolved if parameterized

plate boundary forces are introduced. While

the model fit can be improved when such

forces are considered, the gain is small. We

show that this is due to plate geometry,

leading to strong (anti-)correlations between

several driving and resisting forces. These

trade-offs were noted before for the slab

pull/subduction resistance pair [Forsyth and

Uyeda, 1975]; we demonstrate that all forces

except the back arc suction and the transform

fault normal forces can be classified as either

driving or resisting in a roughly uniform

fashion.

2. Method

[8] Our basic method of solving for plate

velocities has been used for a thermal convec-

tion model with plates [Gable et al., 1991], is

similar to that of Ricard and Vigny [1989], and

described in some detail by Lithgow-Bertelloni

and Richards [1998]. The following discussion

will therefore be brief.

2.1. Observed Plate Motions

[9] We treat plate tectonics as a system of rigid

plates and use the boundaries and Euler poles

from NUVEL-1 [DeMets et al., 1990] to

define the individual plates (Figures A1, A2,

and A3). Since the no net torque condition for

the force equilibrium of the plate motions can

be fulfilled with any arbitrary rigid body

rotation, we set this rotation to zero and use

the no net rotation (NNR) reference frame for

velocities. It has been shown that a net rotation

of the lithosphere with respect to the mantle

can only be excited in the presence of lateral

viscosity variations [O’Connell et al., 1991].

As such variations are missing from our

model, the NNR frame is the natural choice.

Out of the original 14 plates of NUVEL-1, we

ignore the Juan de Fuca plate since it is too

small to yield a reliable velocity prediction.

We treat the Australian(AUS)-Indian(IND)

system as two plates, divided along an inferred

plate boundary in the Indian Ocean. We find

that the inversion is not sensitive to this

distinction since AUS and IND move in nearly

the same direction.

2.2. Global Flow Models

[10] We model mantle convection as the instan-

taneous flow that solves the Navier-Stokes and

continuity equations for the incompressible,

infinite Prandtl number case given a known

density anomaly distribution. If the viscosity

varies only radially, the equations can be solved

by the propagator matrix method [Hager and

O’Connell, 1979, 1981]; we use an implemen-

tation by Steinberger [2000]. Such an approach

involves expanding fields into spherical har-

monics, leading to well-known problems: since

velocities are discontinuous at the plate boun-

daries, theoretical stresses there are singular,

and the exact value of the resolved stress

depends on the maximum degree ‘max of the

expansion [Hager and O’Connell, 1981]. Fol-

lowing Hager and O’Connell, we circumvent

this problem by evaluating all stresses below

the viscous lithosphere at depth z = 100 km. It

has been shown that the integrated torques
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using this approach are insensitive to ‘max

[Hager and O’Connell, 1981; Lithgow-Bertel-

loni and Richards, 1998]. Our theoretical res-

olution is then limited mainly by the seismic

tomography models, since we know plate

boundaries and upper mantle slab locations to

higher precision, and we will use ‘max = 31 for

computational efficiency.

2.3. Torque Balance and Plate Velocity

Solution

[11] We interpret fast and slow regions of seis-

mic anomalies as being purely thermal in origin

[e.g., Hager et al., 1985] except for the con-

tinental tectosphere. Thermal density anomalies

then drive flow in the mantle and exert torques

on the overlying lithosphere. The solution for

plate velocities depends on the linearity of the

momentum equation [compare Gable et al.,

1991]. First, flow driven by density anomalies

is calculated with a fixed surface (i.e., no plate

motion), and the tractions on the base of each

plate are evaluated. Second the motions of

plates will also cause flow that exerts viscous

drag on their base; the corresponding tractions

are evaluated for the motion of each individual

plate. Third the plate velocities that are driven

by internal flow are found from the super-

position of these solutions that results in zero

net torque on each plate. We write this con-

dition as

Tvd ¼ P � W ¼
XM
i

Ti; ð1Þ

where we have expressed the torque due to

viscous drag Tvd as the product of the

interaction matrix P (3N � 3N components)

with the plate rotation vector W (3N compo-

nents), where N is the number of plates (13 in

our case). P is calculated by prescribing unity

velocities for each plate and calculating the

resulting drag torques on all other plates

[Gable, 1989]. Ti are the driving torques from

M various sources, such as lower and upper

mantle flow, lithospheric contributions, and

edge forces. Equation (1) is then solved for the

plate rotations W, assuming that the Ti are

known. We use singular value decomposition

[e.g., Press et al., 1993] and neglect small

singular values to avoid the singularity of P (a

rigid body rotation can be added to W without

affecting P�W). We therefore enforce the no net

rotation reference frame for plate motions W.

[12] To determine torques that are based on

tractions, S, beneath plates, we evaluate surface
integrals of the type

Ti ¼
Z
plate

dA r � s ð2Þ

numerically at 0.58 spacing. Here r is the

location vector, and dA indicates the plate area.

Karpychev and Fleitout [1996] have argued

that the detailed location of density anomalies

is important when plate velocities are to be

predicted because strong lateral variations of

viscosity can be expected at plate margins.

While we cannot treat such lateral variations

with our model, we have explored a simplified

scenario: the outcome if we do not consider

tractions that are closer than �200 km to a plate

boundary. The torques that we calculate with

this constraint are similar to those that use all

tractions, implying that at least our large-scale

integrated torques are insensitive to the details

of the density structure near plate boundaries.

[13] Recently, Steinberger et al. [2001] devel-

oped a thin shell formulation for the elastic and

viscous deformation of the lithosphere owing to

basal tractions, an extension of work by Bai et

al. [1992]. We found that the torques calculated

when such deformation is included are larger in

amplitude than our rigid plate torques by

�15% but very similar in direction. Since the

role of the deforming lithosphere can ultimately

only be resolved if we allow for faulted mar-

gins and a more realistic rheology, we will

neglect the deformation of the lithosphere and
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rheological complexity in our current calcula-

tions.

2.4. Inversion for Scaling Parameters

[14] The amplitude of torques that result from

tomography-based flow calculations is propor-

tional to the factor

Rp;s| ¼ d ln|

d ln vp;s
ð3Þ

that relates density anomalies, dln|, to P and s

wave anomalies, d ln vp,s, and all plate motion

derived viscous drag torques scale with the

absolute value of the viscosity, h0. We allow

these scaling factors to vary in order to

minimize the difference between the calcu-

lated, Wmod, and observed, Wobs, plate rotation

vectors. We use the downhill simplex method

of Nelder and Mead [1965] for optimization

[e.g., Press et al., 1993], and minimize the

misfit by varying the scalar weight of P

(factor w1) and the driving torques Ti (factors

w2. . .wM + 1). The quality of fit is measured

by the linear correlation coefficient, r, of the

Cartesian components of the rotation vectors

and the variance reduction, VR:

VR ¼ 1� x2=jwobsj2 with x2 ¼
X3N
i

wobs
i � wmod

i

� �2
:

ð4Þ
We will present results in terms of the

unweighted quantities r and VR and the plate-

area weighted values rw and VRw. The rw is

equivalent to the point by point correlation for

surface velocities and, as noted by Lithgow-

Bertelloni and Richards [1995], dominated by

the large, fast plates like PAC.

[15] The objective of the simplex method is to

minimize VRw (and therefore to maximize rw).

The final weights are then normalized such thatP
iwi

2 = 1, and, using a penalty formulation, we

usually enforce that all weights wi 	 0. (This

prohibits driving forces from changing sign and

becoming resisting forces.) We tested our sim-

plex procedure by comparison with a grid

search for M 
 3 and were able to find the

global minimum to within |� rw| ] 0.003.

However, as we will show in section 3.5, many

of the driving torques are highly correlated.

This results in trade-offs that are responsible for

the existence of numerous local minima in wi
space that correspond to solutions of the

inverse problem with only slightly poorer fits

to plate motions than the global minimum.

3. Input Models

[16] We now analyze the input models that are

used to derive estimates of the various types

of plate-driving forces. First we discuss the

mantle density fields as inferred from tomog-

raphy and geodynamic models, and second we

study their degree of similarity. Third we

explore different models of lithospheric thick-

ening and ridge push. Last we describe how

we derive edge forces based on NUVEL-1

plate boundaries.

3.1. Seismic Tomography

[17] We assume that the anomalies that are

imaged by seismic tomography are thermal in

origin throughout all but the shallowest mantle

[e.g., Hager et al., 1985; Mitrovica and Forte,

1997]. This is a simplification since velocity

heterogeneities may well be due to composi-

tional variations [e.g., Ishii and Tromp, 2001],

although there is no consensus on this issue at

present [e.g., Masters et al., 2000; Tackley,

2000]. We also neglect depth-dependence of

R| [e.g., Karato, 1993] for simplicity but use

typical starting values of R|
p = 0.4 and R|

s = 0.2.

R| can then be adjusted via the optimized

weights wi (see section 2.4). We furthermore

remove all structure shallower than 220 km

depth from the tomographic models to account

for the effect of the tectosphere where composi-

tional differences are likely to cancel out the fast

anomalies beneath cratons [e.g., Jordan, 1978;
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Forte et al., 1995]. For P wave tomography,

craton related structures are probably imaged at

depths larger than 220 km [e.g., Becker and

Boschi, 2001]; our cutoff value might therefore

be too low for these models. In any case, we will

see that best-fit inversions tend to include only

lower mantle for P wave models. Removing

shallow structure also avoids counting litho-

spheric thickening twice since it is explicitly

included as a separate torque.

[18] The following models were selected as

representative of the current state of seismic

tomography. For P wave models, we consider

BDP00 (bdp00), which is an improved version

of BDP98 [Boschi and Dziewonski, 1999; Anto-

lik et al., 2001], and a model by Kárason and

van der Hilst [2001] (kh00p). For s wave mod-

els, we use S20RTS (s20rts) [Ritsema and van

Heijst, 2000], SB4L18 (sb4l18) [Masters et al.,

1999], and S. Grand’s model (ngrand) [Grand,

1994;Grand et al., 1997], obtained in June 2001

(ftp://amazon.geo.utexas.edu/outgoing/steveg).

All models were expanded into spherical har-

monics up to ‘max = 31.

3.2. Subduction Models

[19] Geodynamic subduction models are an

alternative to tomography models, and if the

assumptions that go into these models are

correct, they should directly predict the location

of density anomalies caused by sinking slabs,

though not those due to independent upwel-

lings. We consider two whole, and one upper,

mantle subduction model. Whole mantle model

one (lrr98d) is by Lithgow-Bertelloni and

Richards [1998] and based on a method by

Ricard et al. [1993]. Lithgow-Bertelloni and

Richards used existing reconstructions of Cen-

ozoic plate motions [Gordon and Jurdy, 1986]

and complemented those with their own recon-

structions for the Mesozoic to determine the

location of past trenches. From these locations,

portions of lithospheric slabs were allowed to

descend into the mantle. Negative density

anomalies were not advected by mantle flow

laterally but only sank by a rate parameterized

by the surrounding mantle viscosity. Whole

mantle model two (stb00d) is by Steinberger

[2000] and also based on Lithgow-Bertelloni

and Richards’ [1998] reconstruction. The dif-

ference from lrr98d is that sinking slabs them-

selves partly drive convection and are advected

with the resulting flow. Both models are similar

at long wavelengths, which can be explained

by the finding that lateral flow is weak at

middle to lower mantle depths. We note, how-

ever, that lrr98d and stb00d are quite different

for ‘ ^ 5, possibly owing to different slab

sinking rates and the interpolation method that

was used by Steinberger [2000] to smooth the

transition between plate tectonic stages [Becker

and Boschi, 2001].

[20] For the upper mantle part of the slab pull

forces, we consider a third model that attrib-

utes a density anomaly of �| = 75 kg/m3 to

each location where we observe seismicity in

subducted lithosphere (rum). Wadati-Benioff

zones were converted to a spherical harmonics

model by integrating along the RUM slab

contours [Gudmundsson and Sambridge,

1998], which are in turn based on Engdahl

et al.’s [1998] catalog. We will furthermore

contrast this seismically active upper mantle

slab model with the upper mantle part of

lrr98d to study the possible effect of older,

aseismic slab material.

[21] The slab pull that follows from flow cal-

culations based on models like rum is a force

that acts on both the subducting and the over-

riding plate because of the viscous drag of

sinking slabs that is transferred to the base of

the lithosphere. This is different from the com-

mon notion of a stress guide coupling the

negative buoyancy of the subducting litho-

sphere to the oceanic plate only (compare King

et al. [1992] for a comparison of different ways
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of treating slab forces). We find that our model

predictions are actually better if we apply a

two-sided drag force instead of a one-sided slab

pull (see section 4.2.4). This might be because

slabs are comparable in strength to the sur-

rounding mantle [e.g., Moresi and Gurnis,

1996], and it is the mantle flow that couples

slab forces to the overlying plates.

3.3. Mantle Model Similarity

[22] To explore the degree of similarity

between our input models, Figure 2 shows

the total average correlation, hr20i, between all

models discussed in section 3.2. The hr20i was
calculated based on spherical harmonics up to

‘max = 20 with volume weighted averaging

with depth. Correlation analysis involves

subtleties [e.g., Ray and Anderson, 1994],

notedly when sharp features such as slabs

are compared in the spectral domain. How-

ever, we see that, on average, geodynamic

models do not correlate well with tomography.

(From Figure 2, we find that the mean hr20i
between tomography and subduction models

is 0.15 and 0.12 for stb00d and lrr98d,

stb
00

d

stb00d

lrr
98

d

lrr98d

ru
m

rum

ng
ra

nd

ngrand

sb
4l1

8

sb4l18

s2
0r

ts

s20rts

kh
00

p

kh00p

bd
p0

0

bdp00

0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0r

Figure 2. Total correlation, hr20i, matrix for mantle structure models. For ‘max = 20, r has (1 + ‘max)
2 � 3 =

438 degrees of freedom. Assuming Student’s t distribution applies, it follows that |r| 	 0.12 is statistically
significant at the 99% level [e.g., Press et al., 1993].
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respectively.) This is especially true for ‘ ^ 5,

and even when only fast anomalies and wave-

lengths up to ‘max = 8 are compared with the

slab models, global correlations are not sub-

stantially improved. Different S and P wave

models, however, correlate fairly well with

models of the same type, as should be

expected given that especially P models are

based on very similar data sets. There is

moderately good correlation between S and

P wave models that image different rock

properties and have different sensitivity ker-

nels. Further discussion of the input model

properties such as the relative heterogeneity

signal strength is given by Becker and Boschi

[2001].

3.4. Lithospheric Contributions

[23] Lateral variations in the density structure of

the lithosphere can lead to deviatoric stresses

and drive plate motions [e.g., Artyushkov, 1973;

Lister, 1975; Hager, 1978; Hager and O’Con-

nell, 1981; Fleitout and Froidevaux, 1982].

These stresses can be derived from the gradient

of the vertically averaged normal stress, srr, or
equivalently from the potential energy per unit

area, U. Variations in U for the oceanic plates

are mainly due to sea-floor spreading and the

age progression of the lithosphere which results

in a distributed lithospheric thickening force

[e.g., Hager, 1978]. In continents, lateral gra-

dients in U, rU, can be expected to be most

pronounced around regions of high topography

where forces arise from the tendency of oro-

gens to collapse and spread. The effectiveness

of intracontinental rU for plate-driving forces

will depend on the rheology of the lower

lithosphere; it will be most pronounced for

regions where lateral variations are important

down to the asthenosphere in young tectonic

settings. Moreover, intraplate continental

stresses that are not active across plate boun-

daries will tend to have little net effect on

driving a plate. Hence, we will make a dis-

tinction between lithospheric models that are

only based on oceanic contributions and global

models that incorporate continental contribu-

tions as well.

[24] Our approach is similar to that of Coblentz

et al. [1994]: We use an isostatic, long-wave-

length and thin sheet approximation for the

lithosphere. Solving for vertically averaged

stresses, we can then relate the gradient in U

to equivalent basal tractions, s{ru, rf}, [Fleitout
and Froidevaux, 1983]:

Uðq;fÞ ¼
Z Lþe

0

dr g|ðrÞr ð5Þ

sfrq;rfg � �L0rfq;fgsrr ð6Þ

¼ � L0
L
rfq;fgU ; ð7Þ

where L is the isostatic compensation depth (L

= 130 km), L0 is the lithospheric shell thickness

(L0 = 100 km), e is elevation, g is gravitational
acceleration (g = 9.81 m/s2), | density, and

r{u,f} are the u and f components of the

horizontal gradient operator, respectively.

[25] We have used the 3SMAC model [Nataf

and Ricard, 1996] to obtain ice thickness and

extrapolated 28 � 28 sea-floor ages from which

we calculate an oceanic lithosphere model,

using a modified half-space cooling progres-

sion for the water depth dw [Parsons and

Sclater, 1977; Carlson and Johnson, 1994]:

dw ¼ 2600 mþ 345 m
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
t½Ma�

p
for t 
 81Ma and

ð8Þ

dw ¼ 6586 m� 3200 m exp
�t½Ma�
62:8

� 	
for t > 81 Ma:

ð9Þ
The thickness of the oceanic lithosphere, dli

oc,

is found from isostasy for constant |li
oc and

crustal thickness dcr
oc = 8 km. This leads to a

simplified model for the lithospheric thicken-

ing force with dli
oc 
 100 km. For continental
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areas, we correct a 28 smoothed ETOPO5

topography [National Oceanic and Atmo-

spheric Administration (NOAA), 1988] for

the iceload and again determine an isostatic

crustal thickness using average densities as

given in Table 1. The resulting potential

energy differences from a global mean of U

= 2.616 � 1014 J/m2 are shown in Figure 3. As

expected, the main variations are due to

seafloor age and large orogens.

[26] Our model is a simplification of the

actual lithospheric density variations, and we

have strived to emphasize well constrained

features like the sea floor age. In addition, we

have experimented with more detailed models

of the continental crust such as CRUST 5.1

[Mooney et al., 1998]. We note, however,

that CRUST 5.1 is not an isostatic model,

but the topography has to be dynamically

[Pari and Peltier, 2000] or compositionally

supported in the mantle. Since we attempt to

include dynamic effects in our flow models

and want to exclude cratonic tectosphere, we

will limit ourselves to isostatic models at this

point.

[27] After taking the gradient of U, we derive

tractions from (2); integration yields the driv-

ing torques that are shown together with

Coblentz et al.’s [1994] results in Figure 4.

We have chosen to evaluate the torques as

equivalent forces at the plate centroids instead

of showing a force field to allow for easier

comparison between different driving torques.

Table 1. Average Density of the Lithospheric
Model for Layersa

Type Value, kg/m3

|ic 920
|wa 1020
|cr
co 2861

|ma
co 3380

|ma
oc 3350

|li
oc 3412

|cr
oc 2868

a Here ic, ice; wa, water; cr
co, continental crust; ma

co , subcontinental
mantle; ma

oc , suboceanic mantle; li
oc, oceanic lithosphere; and cr

oc,
oceanic crust.
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30˚
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90˚

Figure 3. Differential potential energy �U = U � U (U = 2.616 � 1014 Jm�2) of our 28 � 28 model in
units of 1014 Jm�2. Min/mean/max values of �U for oceanic and continental lithosphere are �0.03/�0.004/
0.023 and �0.013/0.007/0.078, respectively.
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The predictions from our model are similar to

those of Coblentz et al. [1994], especially for

the torques that are based solely on oceanic

lithosphere. There are some differences, how-

ever, and correlations of torque directions

with NNR plate velocities are better (worse)

for Coblentz et al.’s [1994] model for oce-

anic-only (continental topography included)

torques. Discrepancies might in part be due

the plate boundaries used by Coblentz et al.

which are somewhat different from ours (e.g.,

AUS/IND was treated as one plate). We have

lith_thick × 2.0 (r =   0.63, rw =   0.71)
lith_thick_cobl × 2.0 (r =   0.67, rw =   0.74)
topo_lith_thick × 2.0 (r =   0.69, rw =   0.76)

topo_lith_thick_cobl × 2.0 (r =   0.49, rw =   0.73)
rp_edge_based × 1.0 (r =   0.75, rw =   0.76)

SAM PHI PAC

NAZ NAM IND

EUR COC CAR AUS

ARA AFR ANT

Figure 4. Lithospheric torques per plate area based on our lithospheric model (oceans only, lith_thick, or
whole Earth including continental topography, topo_lith_thick), Coblentz et al. [1994] (lith_thick_cobl and
topo_lith_thick_cobl), and our ridge push estimate from edge forces (section 3.5). We show NNR-
NUVEL-1 plate motions (green, maps are rotated accordingly to aid comparison) and boundaries (blue);
vectors indicate velocity/horizontal force if the Euler poles/torque vectors are evaluated at the plate
centroid. The rotational component of the Euler pole/torque vector is indicated by two arc segments; while
arc lengths have the same scaling in all plots, they are not drawn to scale compared to the force vectors.
Also shown are the Euler/torque pole axes (stars); sizes scale with the magnitude. The legend lists torque
scaling factors, wi, and the overall (plate area weighted) correlation r (rw) of the normalized resolved
forces and plate velocities at the centroid.
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attempted a first-order correction by scaling

with modified plate areas when given, but

some of the remaining differences might

simply have a geometric origin.

[28] We furthermore find that the ridge push

torques in Figure 4, which are based on para-

meterized edge forces, are similar to sea floor

age derived lithospheric thickening. Ridge push

actually leads to a better correlation with plate

motions than the field derived torques. This

implies that plate motion changes in the last

180 Ma have little effect with regard to inte-

grated, age-based torques. For most plates with

a substantial oceanic part, the resolved forces

agree well with plate motions [cf. Richardson

et al., 1979; Richardson, 1992] although SAM

and PHI are exceptions. For the latter plate, this

might be due to the poorly constrained age

structure.

[29] The correlation of resolved forces with

NNR-NUVEL-1 velocities is one measure of

the degree of alignment between torques and

observed velocities, and it is appropriate to

compare NNR reference frame derived tor-

ques with NNR plate velocities. However, if

the model would be able to produce a net

rotation of the lithosphere, other reference

frames could be realized. We can indeed find

a rigid body rotation such that the resulting

correlations are improved up to rw = 0.92 for

our and Coblentz et al.’s [1994] lithospheric

thickening model. This optimal reference

frame minimizes the motion of continental

areas and causes the oceanic plate cooling

derived torques to align better with absolute

plate velocities.

[30] We note that the basic observation that the

ridge-trench geometry is directly related to

tectonic plate motions [Gordon et al., 1978]

explains the good correlation between all ridge

push torques and plate velocities. This relation-

ship makes it hard to distinguish between the

various contributions of driving forces, as we

will discuss in section 3.5.

3.5. Plate Boundary Forces

[31] In addition to traction based torques, we

also consider globally parameterized edge

forces that act along plate boundaries. Such

torques have been neglected in previous plate

velocity inversions although they were

included in force balance models [Forsyth

and Uyeda, 1975; Chapple and Tullis, 1977;

Hager and O’Connell, 1981]. On the basis of

the classification by Forsyth and Uyeda

[1975], we calculate the following contribu-

tions for all plates, listed in Table 2 (see

Figures 1, A1, A2, and A3 for forces and

plate boundary types):

Ttft

Ttftw


 �
¼ C1

Z
TF

dl
sgnðvtÞ

vt
vmax
t

( )
r � t̂
� � ð10Þ

Ttfn ¼ C1

Z
TF

dl r � n̂ ð11Þ

Tsp
Tspw
Tsdr
Tsdrw

8>><
>>:

9>>=
>>; ¼

Z
SP

dl

�C2

�C2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
t½Ma�
180

q
C1

C1
vn
vmax
n

8>>><
>>>:

9>>>=
>>>;

r � n̂ð Þ ð12Þ

Tcrnv
Tcr
Tcrw

8<
:

9=
; ¼ C1

Z
TR

dl r �
n̂

v̂
v

jvjmax

8<
:

9=
; ð13Þ

Tbas ¼ �C1

Z
OP

dl r � n̂ ð14Þ

Trp ¼ C1

Z
SR

dl r � n̂ ð15Þ

Here
R
dl means integration along the appro-

priate plate boundary segments, n̂ and t̂ are

unit vectors normal and tangent to the

boundary, v̂ is the unity relative motion

vector, and vn and vt are the relative motion

components in the the n̂ and t̂ directions,

respectively (Figure 5). The boundary types

are TF, transform fault; SP, trench, acting only
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at the subducting plate; TR, trench, at both

plates; OP, trench, only at overriding plate;

SR, spreading ridge.

[32] The force magnitudes are poorly con-

strained a priori; we have therefore chosen

the factors C1 = 2 � 1012 N/m and C2 = 2 �
1013 N/m, of the order of typical estimates

for lithospheric thickening and slab pull,

respectively [e.g., Turcotte and Schubert,

1982]. C1 and C2 are also equivalent to the

integrated strength of a plate margin with a

yield stress of 200 MPa and depth extents of

10 and 100 km, respectively. We have chosen

the signs of the edge forces such that sp,

spw, bas, and rp are driving, and tft, tftw, tfn,

sdr, sdrw, cr, crnv, and crw are resisting plate

motion.

[33] We numerically compute the integrals in

(10)–(15) along the NUVEL-1 boundaries

using segment lengths of 0.28. Since plate

boundaries and Euler poles are better deter-

mined now than 25 years ago, our torques

should be an improvement over the work of

Forsyth and Uyeda [1975]. There is, however,

some arbitrariness in the definition of the

Table 2. Torque Type Abbreviations; Compare
Equations (10)–(15)

Abbreviation Definition

tft transform fault tangential
tftw weighted tft
tfn transform normal
sp slab pull
spw weighted sp
sdr subduction resistance
sdrw weighted sdr
cr colliding resistance
crnv cr no velocity dependence
crw weighted cr
bas back-arc suction
rp ridge push

plate 1
(fixed)

n̂
t^

vt

vn

r

v̂

dl plate 2 
(moving)

v1 v2−

Figure 5. Geometric quantities for the integration of edge forces acting on Plate 1.
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margin types: Our rule for discerning between

transform and convergent/divergent margins is

that boundaries are of the transform type when

relative motion is at an angle smaller than 258
to the tangential. We use the RUM Wadati-

Benioff zone model to decide if the plate

boundary is converging with or without a

seismic slab and which plate is subducting.

For spw, we need the seafloor age at the trench

which is poorly constrained at some subduc-

tion zones [cf. Müller et al., 1997]. We there-

fore extrapolate ages based on the 3SMAC

model. All relative velocities v1–v2 are calcu-

lated from NUVEL-1 and are then used to

calculate edge torques for plate motion inver-

sions. If those torques depend on the observed

velocities, this procedure is not self-consistent.

However, as we show in section 4.2.4, para-

meterized edge forces do not improve the plate

motion fit significantly. Thus we will not

attempt to find a more consistent solution by

including the velocity dependent torques on

the left hand side of (1).

[34] Figure 6 shows a comparison between

some of the edge torques. A quantitative

analysis of the interdependence of the differ-

ent forces can be done by calculating the

correlation matrix of the torque vectors. For-

syth and Uyeda [1975] pointed out that the

strongest (anti-)correlation is that between the

slab pull (sp) and the weighted subduction

resistance at the trench (sdrw). If we consider

(12), it is clear why this is the case: sp and

sdrw are derived from integrating the same

plate boundaries; their only difference is the

prefactor, C1vn/vn
max for sdrw. If the small

deviations that are introduced by the velocities

are neglected, sp and sdrw are exactly anti-

correlated. The dominance of such strong

correlations between different components of

the plate-driving force inversion has been

noted before [Forsyth and Uyeda, 1975;

Backus et al., 1981], but it is worthwhile to

point out that they are simply geometric in

origin. Any force balance model that is based

on similar integration rules will be dominated

by plate geometry effects that render the

analysis of the physical processes at plate

boundaries extremely difficult.

[35] Figure 7 shows the correlations for some of

the edge and area-based torques: ‘‘plate_mo-

tion_D’’ is the viscous drag resistance to plate

motion that we find for a 3-D flow calculation

using viscosity profile hD (see section 4) and

prescribing the NUVEL-1 NNR plate motions,

vNNR, at the surface (see section 4.2.1). In

comparison, we can resort to a simplified

estimate of the viscous drag by assuming that

tractions are given directly by �vNNR, either

underneath all plates (‘‘visc_dragnnr’’) or only

under cratons (‘‘visc_dragnnr_craton’’). It has

been pointed out that these viscous drags are

not identical [Hager and O’Connell, 1981] and

Figure A4 shows that deviations vary between

plates, being strongest for SAM, NAM, EUR,

and ARA. In Figure 7, we also show correla-

tions for driving torques for rum (‘‘rum_D’’)

and tomographic model s20rts (‘‘s20rts_who-

le_mantle_D’’) that can be compared to the

edge based slab pull (sp), the lithospheric

thickening (‘‘lith_thick’’), and the ridge push

edge force (rp). This analysis shows that only

the suction force (bas) and the force that is

normal to transform faults (tfn) do not consis-

tently correlate with any of the other forces. It

also implies that a number of different models

of driving forces can be expected to yield good

plate motion fits.

4. Results and Discussion

[36] We now discuss flow-model based torques

which represent the driving effect of the man-

tle. Subsequently, we will use these torques in

plate motion inversions. At this point, we do

not invert for other geophysical observables

such as the geoid or intraplate stresses but use

typical scalings and viscosity profiles that have
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been determined by other studies. Figure 8

shows the viscosity structures we consider: hC
is a generic model with an increase in viscosity

in the lower mantle, hD has an asthenospheric

channel, hE a weaker lithosphere than hC, hF
has been used by Steinberger [2000] for

stb00d, and hG and hH are from an inversion

by Mitrovica and Forte [1997]. Profile hE is

similar to the best-fit viscosity structure from

Lithgow-Bertelloni and Richards [1998] and

has the factor 50 increase in the lower mantle

as used to construct lrr98d. We will discuss

trans_flt_tang × 1.0 (r = −0.70, rw = −0.78)
trans_flt_norm × 1.0 (r = −0.01, rw =   0.38)

slab_pull × 0.1 (r =   0.72, rw =   0.70)
ridge_push × 1.0 (r =   0.75, rw =   0.76)

subduc_resist × 2.0 (r = −0.76, rw = −0.71)
coll_resist × 1.0 (r = −0.58, rw = −0.69)

SAM PHI PAC

NAZ NAM IND

EUR COC CAR AUS

ARA AFR ANT

Figure 6. Comparison of edge force derived driving torques; for explanation see Figure 4.
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model resolution with respect to viscosity

structure in section 4.2.1.

4.1. Mantle Driving Torques

[37] Figure 9 shows an example of driving

torques that result from flow-models; we have

used viscosity model hD and the density models

as described in section 3. We note that using

slab model derived torques that are based on

viscosity structures other than that used in the

slab advection calculations itself (upper/lower

mantle jump as in hE for lrr98d, hF for stb00d)
is slightly inconsistent. Deviations should be

small, however, as we will see in section 4.2.1.

The whole-mantle torques of Figure 9 can be

compared with Figure 10, which shows the

torques that result from lower mantle structure

only.

[38] Table 3 gives the average fraction of the

torque contribution of the lower mantle when

we use different viscosity profiles. We use

two measures for the strength of the driving
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Figure 7. Correlation matrix for driving and resisting torques calculated by comparing the 3N components
of the torque vectors.
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forces: mean absolute torque, T̂ abs, which is

obtained by averaging all local torque mag-

nitudes, |T|, on the surface of the Earth (T̂ abs

is Earth’s radius times the mean horizontal

traction magnitude), and average torque, Tavg,

which is determined by plate-area weighted

averaging of the integrated plate torques. Tavg
contains information about the current plate

geometry. We find that a substantial fraction

(�70%) of the absolute mantle based torques

on the plates results from lower mantle struc-

ture (comparable to the volumetric fraction of

the lower mantle, 66%), with small variations

with the viscosity structure and moderate

dependence on the model type. Model

lrr98d’s lower mantle fraction is the largest

overall; this is likely due to the strong

increase in the density heterogeneity signal

from upper to lower mantle [Lithgow-Bertel-

loni and Richards, 1998; Becker and Boschi,

2001].

[39] Figure 9 indicates that, for some plates,

different mantle models result in substantial

variations in driving torque directions. For the

smaller plates, such as ARA, COC, and CAR,

Figure 9 emphasizes these differences since we

normalize by the plate area, and small plates are

also at the limit of our model resolution. In

general, however, correlations between

resolved forces and plate velocities are again

found to be good (AFR, CAR, NAM, and SAM

being the exceptions). They are best for geo-

dynamic models (rw � 0.83), slightly poorer

for s wave models (rw � 0.67), and poorest for

P wave models (rw � 0.29).

[40] We can compare the global correlation of

individual torques (Figure 11) with the corre-

lations between the input models (Figure 2) to

observe that the driving torques show a higher

correlation with each other than do the input

models. This can be expected since torques

are integrated tractions and are therefore

smoother than the density variations. We also

find that s wave and subduction model derived

torques are more similar than P wave model

torques, an observation that is mirrored in the

model performance in terms of plate motion

inversions (see section 4.2.3). The reason for
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Figure 8. Viscosity profiles as used in the flow-models, units are 1021 Pas.
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bdp00 × 1.0 (r =   0.50, rw =   0.34)
kh00p × 1.0 (r =   0.48, rw =   0.23)
s20rts × 1.0 (r =   0.58, rw =   0.71)
sb4l18 × 1.0 (r =   0.67, rw =   0.70)
ngrand × 1.0 (r =   0.52, rw =   0.60)

rum × 1.0 (r =   0.72, rw =   0.91)
lrr98d × 1.0 (r =   0.64, rw =   0.80)

stb00d × 1.0 (r =   0.86, rw =   0.85)

SAM PHI PAC

NAZ NAM IND

EUR COC CAR AUS

ARA AFR ANT

Figure 9. Comparison of mantle based driving torques for viscosity profile hD. For explanation see
Figure 4.
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this appears to be structure in the upper

mantle that is important for slab pull forces.

While P wave tomography images slabs in

some subduction zones [e.g. van der Hilst et

al., 1997], other seismically fast structure in

the P models, mostly correlated with cratons,

probably offsets the upper mantle slab signa-

ture when tomography is scaled to density

bdp00_lm × 1.0 (r =   0.36, rw =   0.18)
kh00p_lm × 1.0 (r =   0.56, rw =   0.47)
s20rts_lm × 1.0 (r =   0.56, rw =   0.60)
sb4l18_lm × 1.0 (r =   0.60, rw =   0.57)
ngrand_lm × 1.0 (r =   0.58, rw =   0.52)

lrr98d_lm × 1.0 (r =   0.60, rw =   0.76)
stb00d_lm × 1.0 (r =   0.69, rw =   0.73)

SAM PHI PAC

NAZ NAM IND

EUR COC CAR AUS

ARA AFR ANT

Figure 10. Comparison of lower mantle based driving torques for viscosity profile hD; compare with
Figure 9, and see Figure 4 for explanation.
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anomalies. The S wave models have a more

even data coverage in the upper mantle since

they can rely on surface wave observations

which are not limited by the ray path inci-

dence which is nearly vertical at shallow

depths [e.g., Becker and Boschi, 2001].

4.2. Plate Motion Inversions

[41] We have conducted numerous plate

velocity inversions using different combina-

tions of input models and viscosity struc-

tures and will now describe some of the

successful models. By introducing different

types of driving forces step by step, we

attempt to develop a deeper understanding

of their role in driving the plates and try to

assess which degree of model complexity is

warranted.

4.2.1. Effect of Viscosity Structure

[42] An increase of mantle viscosity with depth

is likely [e.g., Hager, 1984;Hager and Clayton,

1989; Mitrovica and Forte, 1997] and plate

velocities have indeed been used to deduce such

an increase [Forte and Peltier, 1987]. The

differences between our radial viscosity profiles

(Figure 8) are therefore of second order com-

pared to this general trend; consistent with

Lithgow-Bertelloni and Richards [1998], we

find that the inversions are insensitive to such

details.

[43] If we use our starting values for the

scaling factors (Figure 12), we observe that

viscosity profiles hD, hG, and hH lead to the

best mean model performance in terms of rw.

Individual best models lead to velocity pre-

dictions that are correlated as rw � 0.9 with

NUVEL1-NNR. If the scalar prefactors of

the driving and resisting torques are opti-

mized to reduce the misfit in plate motion

predictions (see section 2.4), the performance

of the models is as shown in Figure 13. We

see that all combinations of models and

viscosity profiles can be adjusted to yield

good fits, that there is not much variation

with respect to mean model correlation, r̂w,

and that the best models of each h type all

give rw � 0.9 with best overall results for

hD, hG, and hH. This implies that our orig-

inal choices for scaling factors led to reason-

able plate motion predictions, especially for

viscosity profiles of the hD type. The mean

r̂w of optimized models is, however, in gen-

eral �0.07 higher than the nonoptimized

models (compare Figures 12 and 13).

[44] If we compare optimized and nonopti-

mized variance reduction histograms (Figure

A5 and Figure A6), we can see that improve-

ments in mean VR vary by a larger extent

between h structures than for rw, and adjust-

ment of scaling factors leads to a larger

improvement for VR overall. For hG and

hH, mean VR is improved substantially over

fixed weight models. Since variance reduction

is affected by the plate velocity magnitude

and not only the directions, as is the case for

rw, this implies that we have some resolution

in terms of the absolute value of the viscos-

ity, h0, which controls the viscous drag

amplitudes [Forte et al., 1991; Lithgow-Ber-

telloni and Richards, 1998]. In particular,

viscosity profile hG leads to models whose

velocities are too high such that the opti-

mized viscosity h0 is increased by a factor of

�3 (see Table A2).

Table 3. Average ± Standard Deviation of the
Fractions of T̂ abs and Tavg That are Caused by the
Lower Mantle for Different Viscosity Profiles hi as
in Figure 8

model Tabs, % Tavg, %

bdp00 59 ± 7 52 ± 6
kh00p 59 ± 2 68 ± 6
s20rts 68 ± 2 71 ± 2
sb4l18 68 ± 5 69 ± 5
ngrand 74 ± 3 85 ± 2
lrr98d 91 ± 1 84 ± 1
stb00d 63 ± 4 56 ± 4
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[45] The finding that predicted plate motions

are insensitive to the depth dependence of h
is consistent with work by Lithgow-Bertelloni

and Richards [1995] who explored the role of

a low viscosity asthenospheric channel similar

to that in our profile hD. Such a decoupling

zone could be expected to diminish the plate-

driving force of the mantle. However, Lith-

gow-Bertelloni and Richards showed that a

viscosity drop of several orders of magnitude

will still lead to large mantle contributions,

and some of our best fitting models actually

have such low viscosity channels (hD and

hG). The explanation for this apparent para-

dox is conservation of mass: while a low

viscosity channel will reduce the shear

stresses that are transmitted across such a

zone, radial flow will maintain communica-

tion between the layers. Figure 14 explores

this: we studied the effect of models with

only lower mantle density variations (based

on bdp00, ngrand, s20rts, and lrr98d) on the
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Figure 11. Correlation matrix for driving torques based on whole mantle density models and flow
calculations with hD.
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magnitude (RMS) of the radial flow through

the transition zone at 660 km, ur
660|RMS, and

the torques on the plates when the viscosity

of the lower mantle, hlm, is varied for an hE-
type viscosity profile. As expected, radial

flow decreases when convection becomes

more sluggish in the lower mantle; we can

fit all models with a power law ur
660|RMS /

hlm
�0.62 (Figure 14, top). Correspondingly, the

torque amplitudes are smaller, and for the

average plate-integrated torques, Tavg, we fit

Tavg / hlm
�0.29 (Figure 14, bottom).
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Figure 12. Histogram of nonoptimized model performance as a function of r (open bars) and rw (solid bars).
N/N0 denotes the fraction of all models that fall into a certain quality bin when models are sorted by viscosity
structure. Circles, stars, and boxes indicate minimum, mean, and maximum performance of the models,
respectively. Horizontal bars centered on the mean indicate the 95% confidence interval were the mean r the
true correlation of the inversion, determined from Fisher’s z transformation [e.g., Press et al., 1993]. Variations
are small between results with different viscosity profiles. (Compare Figures 13, A6, and A5).
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[46] The considerations above hold for constant

density anomalies in the lower mantle. As noted

before, hlm strictly cannot be varied independ-

ently for geodynamic models like lrr98d since

the density field of those models depends on the

viscosity structure itself. For lrr98d, we can

estimate that the total slab density that can be

sustained will scale with the inverse of the

sinking velocity of subducted material in the

lower mantle since the influx is constrained by

the plate tectonic reconstruction. Depending on

the functional relationship between the sinking

velocity and hlm, we can therefore expect that

the decrease of Tavg with increasing hlm will be

diminished from that shown in Figure 14. How-

ever, torques due to lower mantle density are

always large when compared, for example, to

those due to lithospheric thickening. Independ-
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Figure 13. Histogram of optimized model performance in terms of correlation. In contrast to Figure 12, all
scaling factors, wi, were allowed to vary. All viscosity profiles give similar results.
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ent of the absolute magnitude of Tavg, we find

that the torques relate to the flow through the

transition zone roughly as Tavg /
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
u660r jRMS

p
for

the current plate geometry; this appears to be

valid for many density models. Our results

therefore illustrate how lower mantle density

variations can play a role in driving the plates in

any style of convection that allows for substan-

tial mass flux through 660 km, as is likely the

case for the present-day Earth [e.g., van der

Hilst et al., 1997;Grand et al., 1997; Puster and

Jordan, 1997].

4.2.2. Lithosphere and Upper Mantle

Driving Forces Only

[47] For the discussion of the best fitting mod-

els of plate motions in terms of model quality
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Figure 14. (top) RMS of the radial velocity, ur
660|RMS, driven by lower mantle only density models in a no-

slip surface boundary condition flow-model and (bottom) plate averaged torques per area, Tavg as a function
of lower mantle viscosity hlm for hE type profiles. Horizontal dashed line indicates the lithospheric torque
contribution from our model, and vertical dotted line indicate hlm = 50, as used in the construction of lrr98d.
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we fix the viscosity structure to be hD. While

hG yields results that are slightly better most of

the time, we constrain ourselves to the simpler

viscosity profile since we have seen that differ-

ences are small. We also proceed to show

models with adjusted, nonnegative scalar tor-

que weights wi but, as discussed in section

4.2.1, optimization gains are small, too.
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Figure 15. The rw for best-fit models using viscosity profile hD and lithospheric driving forces only, upper
mantle seismic slabs from rum only, upper mantle ‘‘total’’ slabs from lrr98d only, lithosphere plus rum, and
lithosphere plus lrr98d upper mantle slabs.
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[48] First we present models that are based on

lithospheric structure only, testing the hypoth-

esis that lithospheric thickening forces alone

counterbalance the viscous drag due to plate

motion. Figure 15 shows the quality of plate

velocity fit for a combination of driving tor-

ques. We find that our lithospheric model

(‘‘lith_thick’’) performs better if tested against

Coblentz et al.’s [1994] model (‘‘lith_thick_

cobl’’) for lithospheric thickening only (rw =

0.62 vs. rw = 0.52). Models that further include

continental topography (‘‘topo_lith_thick’’)
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Figure 16. The rw for best-fit models with mantle density driven flow and hD. Error bars on the left indicate
the range outside which models can be considered significantly better or worse than mantle only models at
the 95% confidence level according to Fisher’s z transformation.
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are not necessarily in better agreement with

plate motions than oceanic plate only models;

while topography-included torques yield bet-

ter results for our model (rw = 0.72), the

opposite is true for Coblentz et al.’s [1994]

torques (rw = 0.22).

[49] We next consider only slab pull driving

plate motions, in the form of rum, our

seismic slab model, or the upper mantle part

of lrr98d, as an approximate ‘‘total’’ upper

mantle slab model. With viscosity hD, we

achieve rw = 0.82 for rum which is not much

lower than the fit for more complex models.

Upper mantle slabs based on lrr98d lead to a

poorer performance than rum. If we combine

rum or upper mantle lrr98d slab pull with the

lithospheric models, the fit to plate motions is

r =  0.60  rw =  0.89  VR = 31.6% VRw = 79.1%
viscosity profile D

viscous drag w1= 0.69
sb4l18_whole_mantle_D w2= 0.27 (38%)

lith_thick_cobl w3= 0.39 (20%)
rum_slabs_D w4= 0.55 (42%)

10 cm/yr

Figure 17. Predicted plate velocities (red, thick vectors) based on the best fitting S wave model for hD,
sb4l18, and observed NNR-NUVEL-1 velocities (gray, thin vectors). The wi values indicate the scalar factors
that were adjusted to minimize the misfit. If we assume that the lithospheric model is best constrained (w3 �
1), the absolute viscosity of hD should be scaled by 1.78, and mantle and slab density fields should be scaled
by 0.7 and 1.41, respectively. (See also Table A2.) Numbers in parentheses are the relative contributions of
the driving torques to Tavg.
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r =  0.56  rw =  0.86  VR = 26.5% VRw = 74.1%
viscosity profile D

viscous drag w1= 0.69
lrr98d_whole_mantle_D w2= 0.46 (44%)

lith_thick_cobl w3= 0.25 (15%)
rum_slabs_D w4= 0.50 (41%)

10 cm/yr
Figure 18. Predicted and observed plate velocities based on geodynamic model lrr98d for hD, compare
Figure 17.
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slightly improved to rw � 0.83. These num-

bers are, however, lower than for models that

include lower mantle based forces, considered

in the next section.

4.2.3. Mantle Structure

[50] We now turn to plate motion models that

are based on lower and/or whole mantle density

anomalies and include other driving forces

successively. Results in Figure 16 are based

on P and S wave tomography and subduction

models stb00d and lrr98d. As above, we test

seismic (rum) and ‘‘total’’ (lrr98d) upper man-

tle slab configurations. For flow driven by

mantle density structure only, we observe that

P wave models do a poorer job than S wave

models. Both are inferior to subduction models,

such as stb00d, which yields rw = 0.84. When

we allow for lithospheric contributions, plate

motion fits are improved, and the best model is

again stb00d, although it is not substantially

better than lrr98d or s20rts. Table A1 lists the

performance parameters for the best mantle

plus lithospheric thickening models with the

corresponding optimized values for h0 and R|.
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[51] Focusing on the lithosperic structure mod-

els, we find that for hD, the mean model

performances of all model combinations, rw,

are 0.80/0.83 for oceanic-only/global litho-

spheric contributions from our model and

0.79/0.75 for the Coblentz et al. [1994] torques.

Consistent with our findings in section 4.2.2,

we find that our lithospheric torques lead to

slightly better predictions than Coblentz et al.’s

[1994], and the inclusion of continental crustal

structure has led to a small improvement of

plate motion fits. However, as mentioned

before, it is not clear if potential energy differ-

ences in old continental regions will contribute

much to driving plates such that the relevance

of this improvement is doubtful.

[52] We next test the effect of replacing all

upper mantle structure with the seismic slab

model rum (Figure 16). This approach

improves P wave models substantially and

improves S wave models, stb00d, and lrr98d

slightly. When we use slabs as derived from

the upper mantle part of lrr98d instead,

results are comparable. For other viscosities

(markedly hG) we find that ‘‘total’’ slabs

based on lrr98d lead to models that are

slightly better than those for rum (� rw �
0.03). (Scaling factors for the upper mantle

part of lrr98d are then larger than those for

the lower mantle, most likely since lrr98d has

small density amplitude in the upper mantle.)

We might therefore slightly underestimate the

upper mantle slab driving force by restricting

ourselves to the seismic rum. Since differ-

ences are not great, we nonetheless use only

rum for upper mantle slabs in the following

for simplicity.
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Table 2.
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AFR

Figure A1. Plates and boundaries from NUVEL-1 as used in the velocity inversion and integration of
edge forces, part 1. (a) AFR, Africa; (b) ANT, Antarctica; (c) ARA, Arabia; (d) AUS, Australia; CAR,
Caribbean; COC, Cocos; EUR, Eurasia; IND, India; NAM, North America; NAZ, Nazca; PAC, Pacific;
PHI, Phillipines; and SAM, South America. Margin types are as follows: red circles, ridge; green slip-
arrows, transform boundary; bright violet one-sided triangle, convergent margin with seismic slab; dark
violet centered triangle, convergent margin without deep seismicity. Black vectors indicate relative
motion of neighboring plates; contour lines indicate Wadati-Benioff zone geometry from RUM
[Gudmundsson and Sambridge, 1998] (yellow, shallow; magenta, deep).
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[53] Finally, we search for the best models

using whole or lower mantle only structure,

lithospheric thickening due to seafloor spread-

ing, and additional rum slabs (assuming that

tomographic models fail to image some slab

signal). With this combination, all types of

models achieve rw � 0.89 (VRw � 80%) and

none is significantly better than the other. (A

list of best-fit models with the scaling param-

eters is given in Table A2.) For P wave

models, the best-fit is achieved with lower

mantle structure from tomography, replacing

the upper mantle completely with rum. This

is consistent with our previous finding that
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Figure A1. (continued)
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the upper mantle structure imaged by P wave

models is different from the slab signature

that appears to be included in S wave models

(see section 4.1). Accordingly, the best S

wave model inversion uses the whole mantle

structure and adds some rum signal to the

upper mantle part. If we consider only the

exact viscosity structures that have led to the

geodynamic models lrr98d and stb00d for

consistency, the best models are slightly

worse and rw � 0.86.

[54] For illustration, we include the predicted

plate velocities for the best fitting s wave

model (Figure 17) and lrr98d (Figure 18).

(For the best-fit velocities for stb00d and P

model see Figures A7 and A8, respectively.

Model scaling factors are given in Table

30
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270˚ 285˚ 300˚

15

CAR

Figure A2. Plate boundaries as used in the velocity inversion and the integration of plate boundary forces, part 2: (a) CAR, (b) COC, (c) EUR, (d)
IND, (e) NAM, and (f) NAZ. For explanation see Figure A1.
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A2.) Inspection of the plate velocities shows

fairly good agreement between models and

observations, as in earlier work. Discrepan-

cies differ between models, with some con-

sistent failures like the underprediction of

the northward motion of SAM. The veloc-

ities we find for lrr98d are similar, but not

identical, to those of Lithgow-Bertelloni and

Richards [1995], and we attribute this to

small differences in the viscosity structure

and the lithospheric model. Quality meas-

ures such as rw (�0.9) are comparable,

however.

[55] We conclude that a range of models, based

on tomography or subduction history, can

reproduce plate motions, indicating that the

sinking slabs are the most important contribu-

EUR

Figure A2. (continued)
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tion to the mantle driving forces as far as

tomography and our models can resolve them.

All models that include lower mantle structure

perform better than the upper mantle only

models of section 4.2.2. For some models and

viscosity profiles, the difference is up to �rw �
0.1, which is statistically significant at the 95%

level using Fisher’s z transformation. This
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Figure A2. (continued)
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improvement in fit when lower mantle sources

are included is in agreement with the notion

that slab related structures in the lower mantle

are the most important features of mantle con-

vection [e.g., Chase, 1979], that they correlate

relatively well with fast regions of tomography

[e.g., Ray and Anderson, 1994], and are

responsible for major driving forces [e.g.,

Davies and Richards, 1992; Ricard et al.,

1993; Deparis et al., 1995; Lithgow-Bertelloni

and Richards, 1995].

[56] What differs between the best-fitting man-

tle models, however, are the relative contri-

butions of the different components to the

total torque, Tavg. Figure 19 shows that the

contribution of the lithosphere for the best-fit

models with hD with optimized weight factors

NAM

Figure A2. (continued)
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varies between �30% for most models and

�10% for stb00d. While all inversions

include substantial additional rum slab pull,

lrr98d does so to the smallest extent for hD
and rejects it completely for other viscosity

structures such as hG. We also observe that

the fraction of the mantle driving force that

comes from the lower mantle is between

�20% and �35% for hD. There is some

variation of the individual contributions

between viscosity profiles, and the lower

mantle contribution can be as high as �50%

for lrr98d and hG.

[57] There is, of course, a priori information

about the presence and, to some extent, the
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Figure A2. (continued)
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amplitudes of the individual driving torques.

Not all combinations of our optimized weights

models correspond therefore to realistic abso-

lute viscosity values and scaling factors. We

have also seen that optimization gains are small

since good velocity predictions can be found

for a range of models and viscosity structures;

the nonuniqueness of driving force inversions

is, in fact, one of our main conclusions. How-

ever, if we examine models where we fix the,

probably best constrained, lithospheric thicken-

ing contribution and let only the absolute

viscosity values vary, or if we fix all weights

to their starting values, we find that results are

similar to those shown above. Consistent with

some models of Lithgow-Bertelloni and

PAC

Figure A3. Plates boundaries as used in the velocity inversion and the integration of plate boundary forces,
part 3: (a) PAC, (b) PHI, and (c) SAM. For explanation see Figure A1.
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flow_drag_D × 0.4 (r = −0.81, rw = −0.96)
flow_drag_F × 0.4 (r = −0.81, rw = −0.96)
flow_drag_G × 0.4 (r = −0.76, rw = −0.91)

NUVEL_NNR_drag × 0.3 (r = −1.00, rw = −1.00)
NUVEL_NNR_drag_craton × 0.6 (r = −1.00, rw = −1.00)

SAM PHI PAC

NAZ NAM IND

EUR COC CAR AUS

ARA AFR ANT

Figure A4. Comparison of viscous drag torques. We show torques based on flow calculations with NUVEL-1 NNR surface motions prescribed
and viscosity profiles hD, hF, and hG, as well as viscous drag torques that are based on tractions that are always opposite to the NNR plate motion.
Also shown are torques based on such tractions but only underneath cratons (from the 3SMAC model by Nataf and Ricard [1996]. For explanation
see Figure 4.
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Figure A5. Histogram of nonoptimized model performance in terms of variance reduction.
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Figure A6. Histogram of optimized model performance in terms of variance reduction. In contrast to
Figure A5, all scaling factors were allowed to vary.
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r =  0.58  rw =  0.88  VR = 25.9% VRw = 77.5%
viscosity profile D

viscous drag w1= 0.78
stb00d_whole_mantle_D w2= 0.35 (55%)

lith_thick_cobl w3= 0.24 (12%)
rum_slabs_D w4= 0.46 (32%)

10 cm/yr

Figure A7. Predicted and observed plate motion based on the best fitting model using stb00d slabs and hD,
compare Figure 17.
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r =  0.56  rw =  0.88  VR = 18.1% VRw = 78.3%
viscosity profile D

viscous drag w1= 0.45
bdp00_lower_mantle_D w2= 0.69 (31%)

lith_thick_cobl w3= 0.11 ( 9%)
rum_slabs_D w4= 0.55 (60%)

10 cm/yr

Figure A8. Predicted and observed plate motion based on the best fitting P wave model for hD, bdp00,
compare Figure 17.
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Table A1. Best Two Models for Mantle Density Plus Lithospheric Thickening Driving Torquesa

Viscosity Density Model Type rw VRw h0,�1021 Pas Rtomo
|

Scaling Factors Fixed
C stb00d whole 0.83 54.7% 1 1

sb4l18 whole 0.75 42.1% 1 0.2
D lrr98d whole 0.84 70.2% 1 1

s20rts whole 0.83 68.5% 1 0.2
E stb00d whole 0.83 54.4% 1 1

sb4l18 whole 0.75 42.3% 1 0.2
F stb00d whole 0.83 68.5% 1 1

sb4l18 whole 0.77 56.8% 1 0.2
G ngrand whole 0.84 �79.0% 1 0.2

bdp00 whole 0.60 �94.1% 1 0.4
H ngrand whole 0.81 65.4% 1 0.2

lrr98d whole 0.86 62.1% 1 1

Scaling Factors Optimized
C stb00d whole 0.83 69.7% 0.32 0.53

lrr98d whole 0.83 68.1% 0.21 0.55
D stb00d whole 0.85 73.0% 1.55 1.05

lrr98d whole 0.84 71.0% 1.05 1.28
E stb00d whole 0.83 69.2% 0.32 0.52

lrr98d whole 0.82 67.8% 0.22 0.57
F stb00d whole 0.83 69.2% 0.68 0.71

lrr98d whole 0.82 67.2% 0.44 0.73
G lrr98d whole 0.89 79.5% 1.41 0.34

s20rts whole 0.88 76.8% 0.94 0.03
H lrr98d whole 0.88 76.8% 0.58 0.32

stb00d whole 0.87 75.8% 0.77 0.27

a Scaling factors are normalized such that the lithospheric contribution is assumed to be known (wlith � 1), and for lrr98d and stb00d
Rtomo
| 6¼ 1 indicates scaling of the density field.

Table A2. Best Two Models for Mantle Density, Lithospheric Thickening Torques From Ocean Age
Progression, and rum Upper Mantle Slabsa

Viscosity Density Model Type rw VRw h0, 10
21 Pas Rtomo

| Rrum|

Scaling Factors Fixed
C stb00d whole 0.87 68.9% 1 1 1

sb4l18 whole 0.84 60.4% 1 0.2 1
D bdp00 lower 0.86 73.5% 1 0.4 1

ngrand whole 0.88 71.6% 1 0.2 1
E stb00d whole 0.87 68.2% 1 1 1

sb4l18 whole 0.84 59.9% 1 0.2 1
F sb4l18 whole 0.85 72.0% 1 0.2 1

stb00d whole 0.86 72.0% 1 1 1
G bdp00 whole 0.83 �508.7% 1 0.4 1

kh00p whole 0.78 �528.2% 1 0.4 1
H bdp00 lower 0.88 74.4% 1 0.4 1

kh00p lower 0.83 57.4% 1 0.4 1

Scaling Factors Optimized
C bdp00 lower 0.87 76.4% 0.99 1.42 3.90

stb00d whole 0.87 76.2% 0.62 0.69 1.24
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Richards [1995], we find that the total mantle

density and lithospheric contribution to the

driving torques is always �70% and �30%,

respectively.

4.2.4. Effect of Parameterized Edge Forces

[58] We now evaluate the effects of edge forces

on plate velocity inversions. First we show how

plate motion models that are based on mantle

density only and hD can be improved by

inclusion of additional torques (Figure 20).

We find that the ridge push (rp) leads to larger

improvements in fit than the realistic litho-

spheric models (‘‘lith_thick’’) that consider

the sea-floor age. The good performance of rp

is related to the ridge-trench geometry, as dis-

cussed in section 3.5.

[59] Slab pull (sp/spw) leads to improvements

for all models; they are nonetheless smaller

than those resulting from the inclusion of rum

or the upper mantle part of lrr98d. The viscous

drag due to sinking slabs which acts on both

plates at a convergent margin therefore appears

to be more suited to driving the observed plate

motions than a one-sided edge force which

requires a stress guide and a strong slab. Except

for the P models, weighting the slab pull by age

(spw) does not consistently lead to larger

improvement in rw than sp for different mantle

models. All other edge forces lead to no sig-

nificant increase in rw if weights are restricted

to wi 	 0.

[60] Finally, we explore how globally para-

meterized edge forces change models that

already contain lower mantle, lithospheric,

and rum density anomalies. We attempt to

improve the model fit for hD models while

still enforcing wi 	 0 and maximizing rw.

The inclusion of one additional edge force

(equations (10)–(15)) improved the models

by at most �rw = 0.02 (cr for s20rts).

However, introducing a colliding resistance

typically led to an insignificant improvement

of rw or no improvement at all for other

viscosities. Other edge forces, such as tft and

tfn on transform faults, were rejected by the

inversion and weighted as zero.

[61] If we allow for positive and negative

weights, we find that models cannot be sig-

nificantly improved either, only the relative

strengths of different torques are readjusted to

achieve optimal fits. The largest improvement

for hD is �rw = 0.03 for an additional tftw

that is weighted negatively and therefore

corresponds to unphysical tangential trans-

form fault driving forces. Results for the sign

of other edge forces such as the collision

resistance vary for different viscosity profiles,

Table A2. (continued)

Viscosity Density Model Type rw VRw h0, 10
21 Pas Rtomo

| Rrum|

D sb4l18 whole 0.89 79.1% 1.78 0.14 1.41
ngrand whole 0.89 79.1% 2.40 0.51 1.93

E bdp00 lower 0.87 75.9% 0.98 1.40 4.00
ngrand whole 0.87 75.9% 0.42 0.19 1.11

F bdp00 lower 0.87 75.9% 2.19 1.98 5.03
sb4l18 whole 0.87 75.6% 0.74 0.09 1.09

G stb00d whole 0.90 81.7% 2.95 0.32 0.53
bdp00 lower 0.90 81.1% 3.22 0.41 1.24

H stb00d whole 0.90 80.2% 1.41 0.39 0.54
ngrand whole 0.88 77.7% 0.95 0.10 0.50

a Scaling factors are normalized such that lithospheric sources are assumed to be known (wlith � 1). Rtomo
| 6¼ 1 or Rrum| 6¼ 1 implies

scaling of the density field for lrr98d, stb00d, or rum. (Not all optimized weights correspond to realistic solutions.)
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and between models, implying that we cannot

resolve them reliably.

[62] As expected from the correlation analysis

of Figure 7, we find that a variety of forces can

be combined to drive the plates. Since mantle,

lithospheric, and upper mantle slab torques lead

to models with good correlations of rw � 0.9

already, we cannot justify any added complex-

ity due to globally parameterized edge forces.

This implies either that our global parameter-

ization has to be improved or that edge forces

have to be specified according to more detailed

regionalization for an enhanced prediction of

plate motions. The treatment of forces, espe-

cially at convergent margins, might have to be

improved to include the effect of lithospheric

bending of the oceanic plate which could be

important in determining the effectively trans-

mitted forces between subducting and overrid-

ing plate [e.g., Conrad and Hager, 1999;

Becker et al., 1999].

5. Conclusions

[63] We have demonstrated that a number of

combinations of driving forces can be invoked

to explain observed plate motions. Lithospheric

thickening (or ridge push) and slab pull forces

are successful candidates since they are natu-

rally aligned with the correct direction of

motion, from ridges to trenches. In section

4.2.2 we have shown that fairly good predic-

tions of plate velocities are indeed possible

without invoking any driving agents other than

cooling lithosphere and upper mantle slabs.

[64] However, if we include lower mantle den-

sity variations as derived from tomography or

subduction models, the fit to observed plate

motions always improves. This finding is

insensitive to the viscosity structure with depth

as long as there is radial flow through 660 km

(section 4.2.1). Individual density models lead

to slightly different predictions; yet all achieve

the same quality of fit with correlations of �0.9

(section 4.2.3). Models based on S wave

tomography lead to equally good results as do

models with only sinking slabs or P wave

tomography. However, for the latter, we had

to replace the upper mantle density variations

with a slab model, probably because the ray

path coverage of P models does not adequately

image slabs.

[65] Our conclusion that the slab signal, as

imaged by tomography and predicted by geo-

dynamic models, is the most important contri-

bution of mantle-driven torques substantiates

earlier studies. Estimates of the relative impor-

tance of mantle or lithosphere based density

variations are somewhat different for our best-

fit models, but lithospheric thickening usually

contributes �30%, and total mantle density

anomalies contribute �70% to the average

plate-driving torque. Of the latter component,

roughly 40% is due to lower mantle hetero-

geneities. The lower mantle should therefore

be explicitly taken into account when surface

expressions of mantle convection are studied;

it might be an oversimplification to neglect

tractions caused by mantle flow in studies of

intracontinental deformation.

[66] We were only marginally successful in our

attempt to improve plate motion models by

including parameterized plate boundary forces.

We showed that one reason for this is that most

edge forces can be classified as globally driving

or resisting plate motions in a well correlated

manner for simple geometrical reasons (section

3.5). Consequently, without independent knowl-

edge of their magnitude, not much new infor-

mation is introduced when edge force derived

torques are used, and the improvement in fit

does not warrant the additional complexity.

[67] Subduction zones in particular might

require a more realistic treatment than was

possible with our model. Our inversions did
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not, however, indicate that a colliding resist-

ance was required, either on the subducting, or

on both the subducting or overriding plate. A

two-sided slab pull was found to be best suited

to explain plate motions. These results imply

that only a more detailed, regional specification

of trench forces can be expected to improve

plate motion models.
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